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Abstract
For no one is a secret that nowadays electric power distribution systems (EPDS) are being faced with a number of challenges and concerns,
which emanate not so much from a shortage of energy supply but from environmental, infrastructural and operational issues. They are
required to preserve stability and continuity of operations at any time no matter what, regardless of what may occur in the surroundings.
This is the true measure of what sustainable energy systems (SES) are all about and homeostaticity of energy systems seeks just that: to
bring about a rapid, effective and efficient state of equilibrium between energy supply and energy expenditure in electric power systems
(EPS). The paper presents the theoretical groundwork and a brief description of the model for the operation of SES and their role in energy
sustainability, supported by theoretical and empirical results. The concept of homeostaticity in EPDS is explained, along with its role in
SES.
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1. Introduction
For no one is a secret nowadays that electric power generation and
distribution systems are being faced with a number of challenges
and concerns, which emanate not so much from a shortage of energy supply but from environmental, infrastructural, operational
and legal issues. They are required by law―as all public utilities
are―to respond to such challenges and threats as transmission and
distribution lines failure, transformers break-down as a result of
harsh rains, hail and snow fall, violent and unanticipated winds or
sudden natural disasters like what we have seen in Chile, North
America and in many other places recent years. Torrential rains,
fires and earthquakes are to be dealt with very rapidly and effectively so as to preserve stability and continuity of operations at any
time no matter what, regardless of what may occur in the surroundings.

1.1. Towards a New Electric Utilities’ Perspective
Public utilities, especially electric utilities like ENEL, know this
quite well, and they are doing something about it. This in fact is the
true measure of what sustainable hybrid energy systems (SHES)
tied to the grid are all about, and homeostaticity in energy systems
seeks just that: to enable distributed energy systems (DES) run by

electric utilities like ENEL to become highly efficient, proactive
and effective very rapidly under any circumstance, based on their
built-in intelligence, their installed capacity and their generation
and supply requirements. They do this by attaining a state of optimally efficient equilibrium (homeostaticity) between energy supply
and energy expenditure in electric power systems (EPS) operation.
To accomplish so they ought to imitate homeostasis mechanisms
present in all living organisms. Ever since Cannon (1929, 1935)
[1,2] first introduced the concept, attention on homeostasis and its
applications have been the sole patrimony of medicine and biology
to find cures for diseases like diabetes and obesity. Nevertheless,
homeostasis is rather an engineering concept in and of itself―even
more so than in the natural sciences―and its application in the design and engineering of sustainable hybrid energy systems (SHES)
is a reality with the outlook of incorporating DES to the utility grid.
Thus homeostasis mechanisms are present in all living organisms,
and as such are also applicable to EPS engineering in order to enable and maintain a sustainable performance when they are linked to
energy efficiency (EE) and thriftiness. In doing so, both reactive
and predictive homeostasis play a substantive role in the engineering of such mechanisms [3,4]. Reactive homeostasis (RH) is an immediate response of the SES to a homeostatic challenge such as energy deprivation, energy shortage or imbalance. RH entails feedback mechanisms that allow for reactive compensation, reestablishing homeostasis or efficient equilibrium in the system. Predictive
homeostasis (PH), on the other hand, is a proactive mechanism that
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anticipates events that are likely to occur, sending the right signals
to the central controller, enabling SES to respond early and proactively to environmental challenges and systems’ concerns [3,4].
Therefore, based on the above arguments, it is reasonable to expect
that government authorities as well as legislators and industry pundits do something about it with the degree of responsibility shown
elsewhere in the world, as for example in North America [5,6,7]. It
is time that those responsible for these issues affecting electricity
transmission and distribution, like the Superintendencia de Electricidad y Combustible, SEC in Chile or the Agencia Nacional de Energía Eléctrica in Brazil take action, instead of just worrying about
the problem as we wait for the next outage; in regards to having
critical outposts such as hospitals, airports, emergency health-care
units, residential areas and transport systems being equipped with a
fully functional, powerful and ready-to-go microgrid that can be incorporated in the electricity distribution grid [8,9,10]. We know that
we need a new solution to an old problem: the vulnerability and
feebleness of our current EPS infrastructure, especially in the distribution sector. That solution comes in the form of a smart distributed generation (SDG) solution like the microgrid. One that is connected to the grid, and that includes both solar photovoltaic and
thermal energy sources, as well as wind generation where available
and possibly energy storage for critical processes if necessary [3].
This could greatly minimize the impact on such critical services and
other equally important ones as well, in case urban areas like Santiago de Chile were to suffer another power outage as in the past
[11,12]. Unfortunately, however, at present there are no incentives
in place in Latin America to encourage electric utilities like ENEL
to pursue microgrids. Moreover, no guarantee exists that industry
regulators like the SEC in Chile, will allow the utility to recover the
capital costs of the microgrid through rates as being discussed in
North America [13,14].
In Chile, in particular, the matter is not even being discussed in
terms of cost recovery options for investors, arguing that customers
are already paying enough in their rate structure to cover for energy
security, and therefore the utility should provide such security in
spite of the high costs involved. A dismal outlook if one is to review
the huge losses and hefty fines that they have had to face in recent
years due to environmental and natural disasters. Of course, one
would expect that specific critical customers in the private sector
such as private hospitals and clinics and private airports should pay
an additional rate fee for getting such energy security, while public
service customers like the electric underground mass transport system (subway) should be subsidized by the government, and in part
also absorbed by the utility. Today, thanks to Net Billing Law
20,571 for Distributed Generation of electricity in Chile, there is an
alternative [15]. The law grants the right to customers of electric
power utilities like ENEL Distribution, to generate their own electrical energy, self-consume and inject their surplus into the network.
Thanks to this and to lowering costs of solar and wind energy generation technologies, the installation of renewable energy sources
by independent clients or residential communities connected to the
power distribution grid is growing, together with the introduction
of some Smart Grid initiatives, as for example: ENEL’s smart metering unit offering several services [16,17]. However, as it is usually the case, legislation does not move at the same pace as the market sector, and much less so as than the rate at which society’s needs
grow. Therefore, this new scenario is presenting new and complex
challenges to utility operators like ENEL, which see private enterprises encroaching into an until very recently protected market turf.
Such challenges are two-fold. They come mainly from a regulatory
but also from a competition view point. Hence, in this article we
present a hypothetical case being considered by ENEL of a community belonging to an average residential building, as the subject
of study in upper-side neighborhood of Santiago, Chile. The community is considering the installation of a photovoltaic (PV) energy
generation microgrid, with and without energy storage unit to supply electricity to 60 apartments of various sizes and consumption
(referred to as a “sustainable block”). Under this scenario, a set of
strategies for the coordination and supervisory control through
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energy homeostasis is considered [18-22], adapted for specific
needs and consumption characteristics of the customers as well as
of the power infrastructure of the distribution network. These are to
be applied with the objective of efficiently managing the supply and
consumption of energy and power in the residential community
maintaining systems homeostaticity. The proposed supervisory
control is designed based on homeostatic control of EPS and simulations results can be seen in [9,10,19,20] under different scenarios
and with various operational options.
The paper addresses these and other important concepts, particularly homeostasis of energy systems as well as the design and engineering of what we have termed homeostaticity in SHES like gridtied microgrids which is a current concept being considered by utilities like ENEL to complement their electric power distribution services. In doing so we employ material and arguments from previous
work which are further elaborated plus new material is being presented also in order to advance the research in the field of homeostatic control applied to electric power systems. Hence section one
serves as introduction where the main issues and arguments are laid
out, emphasizing the need for SES incorporated to the electricity
distribution grid in light of climate change and the need for energy
resilience. This section also underlines the hurdles of electric power
systems (EPS) decentralization and the roadblocks for adopting
SHES like the microgrid concept. Section two elaborates on the current shift in microgrid trends from an alternative energy generation
solution to a more active power industry player. A reality that although timidly moving forward is no doubt a much needed shift in
the current energy matrix of countries like Chile and others especially hit by environmental and natural disasters. It also points to
the need to incorporate homeostasis-based control systems in the
design of SHES tied to the grid for ensuring optimal power and energy management control of such systems. Section three shows
brief experimental results. Section four offers a discussion. Conclusions come afterwards.

1.2. How Homeostaticity of Energy Systems Works and
Why Electric Utilities Need It.
Today’s electrical energy generation and distribution systems are
being faced with a number of challenges and concerns which emanate from both environmental as well as operational issues. Therefore, they are required to respond to such challenges very rapidly
and effectively so as to preserve stability and continuity of operations. This is the true measure of what sustainable energy systems
(SES) are all about and homeostaticity of energy systems seeks just
that: to bring about a rapid, highly effective and efficient state of
equilibrium between energy supply and energy expenditure in electric power systems (EPS) [3,4]. To accomplish so they ought to imitate homeostasis mechanisms present in all living organisms. Homeostasis and its applications have been the sole patrimony of medicine and biology for several decades in order to find cures for diseases like diabetes and obesity. Nevertheless, homeostasis is rather
an engineering concept in its very essence―even more so than in
the natural sciences―and its application in designing and engineering sustainable hybrid energy systems (SHES) is what we term homeostaticity. In this paper we present the groundwork behind the
theory and offer a prescriptive model for the operation of SHES
which is supported by the theoretical and empirical results. The
work presented explains how the engineering of homeostaticity in
SES is done and how reactive and predictive homeostasis play a key
role in this system dynamics. Reactive homeostasis (RH) is an immediate response of the system to a homeostatic challenge such as
energy deprivation, shortage or an energy imbalance. RH entails a
feedback mechanism that allows for reactive compensation,
reestablishing homeostasis or efficient equilibrium in the system.
Predictive homeostasis (PH), on the other hand, anticipates the
events that are likely to occur, enabling SES to respond early and
proactively to environmental challenges and concerns by foreseeing
when these are most likely to occur, adjusting their energy management to maintain sustainability. Environmental challenges like natural disasters and hazardous climatic events are becoming more
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severe and recurrent in many parts of the world, and they are here
to stay, affecting millions. Nowhere is the matter being taken more
seriously than in the United States where the US Senate passed a
bill that supports grid-connected hybrid microgrids to tackle,
among others, the issue of electric power grid readiness and resilience [5,6]. Such initiative is one of several pieces of legislation that
are being studied by industry stakeholders, legislators, and also local and federal authorities in North America, to promote a range of
technologies and policies that can make the grid more reliable and
cyber-secure in the US and Canada. All these steps fall, in one way
or another, on the path set forth by President Obama in 2013, when
he introduced the Energy Independence Roadmap for the country
[23]. However, the pace towards more concrete and expedient
changes has somehow sped up even more, following the catastrophic natural disasters that the country has had to endure in recent years [24-27]. Among such initiatives are grants, microgrid
technologies’ demonstration projects and a variety of studies to determine the costs involved and to define the precise scope of action
in order to shape federal microgrid policy in the immediate future
[28-34]. The Energy Policy Modernization Act of 2015 [35,36] was
introduced in the US Senate on September 2015. This bill amends
the Energy Conservation and Production Act, the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act (EPCA), and the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 with respect to energy efficiency in buildings and
appliances. The EPCA is amended regarding the Strategic Petroleum Reserve as well. All of the above has heightened the federal
role of supporting microgrids integration to the current EPS’ infrastructure, something which has been largely a state endeavor to date
[36-38]. In North America, for example, large-scale power outages
spanning extended urban areas are not new. Still fresh in people’s
memory is Hurricane Sandy, known as ‘Superstorm Sandy’. This
natural event was the deadliest and most destructive hurricane of
the 2012 Atlantic hurricane season, and the second-costliest hurricane in United States history [24-26], with damages estimated to be
over $75 billion (2012 USD), a total surpassed only by Hurricane
Katrina [27]. This monstrous calamity caused unprecedented infrastructure damages including major power outages. Yet there were
other power disruptions as predecessors of Sandy, among them the
Northeast Blackout of 2003, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005
and Hurricane Irene and the Northeast’s freak Halloween snowstorm in 2011[4,39]. After each of these events, more consensuses
were built among public opinion and industry leaders. Both local
authorities and power industry experts were in accord that something new had to be done fast to strengthen the power distribution
grid against such recurrent catastrophes. The problem lies in where
to start and how much to spend, this in light of other equally pressing needs that demand attention and resources, aside from the regulatory issue which has proven quite stiff [4]. Nevertheless, on September 2014 the Clean Energy Group presented its report: “Resilient Power: Evolution of a New Clean Energy Strategy to Meet Severe Weather Threat” [40], which marked a turning point on this
issue and provided a roadmap for states like New Jersey, New York
and Connecticut to begin a new era of development in the fight
against severe environmental challenges. Nevertheless, much work
needs yet to be done going forward in North America and also in
South America in order to understand the dimensions of the challenges we are facing and how the influence of extreme weather,
natural disasters and all of what climate change has in store for us
will have an impact on the resilience of power systems. We need to
seriously study what are the possible mitigation strategies at hand
and what are the legislative changes needed to enable such industry
change therein [3,4,41,42]. Hence in this context the paper presents
a prescriptive energy management and homeostatic control model
for incorporating microgrids in residential and commercial buildings serviced by ENEL Distribucion, part of ENEL, the largest electric utility in Chile. The work presented is part of an ongoing research program funded by CONICYT of Chile under the auspice of
ENEL.
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1.3. Climate Change and the Current Energy Transition: Building the Case for Homeostaticity of Sustainable Hybrid Energy Systems (SHES).
Like the US, Chile is no stranger to these scenarios either, and has
had its share of disasters too. The country is ‘sitting on a hot stove’
so to speak, with earthquakes, volcano eruptions, and rain floods
becoming increasingly present in the collective consciousness of its
people. Such events are simply not uncommon but are becoming
prevalent not only in Chile but in many parts of the world, with
climate change and harsher weather on the rise. The difference is
that in today’s 21st century world, much of the fragile living systems and economic sustainability depend on modern utilities’ infrastructure of which roads, water, electric power transmission and
distribution networks, and telecommunications are a vital part, yet
increasingly vulnerable when faced with such phenomena
[3,4,8,10]. On September 17, 2015 a powerful 8.3-magnitude earthquake struck off Chile's coast causing havoc and chaos in an otherwise tranquil Wednesday afternoon [11,12,43]. Unlike its predecessor of 2010, the natural disaster triggered an immediate tsunami
alert and coastal evacuations were readily executed yet utility infrastructure was compromised, particularly electricity. The tremendous earthquake that struck Chile in 2010 was much worse and
found the country largely unprepared. It occurred on February 27,
2010 at 3:34 AM, off the coast of south-central Chile, taking everyone by surprise. The 8.8 magnitude earthquake had its epicenter
some 200 miles (325 km) southwest of the country’s capital, Santiago, causing widespread damage on land and initiating a tsunami
that devastated some coastal areas of the country. Together, the
earthquake and tsunami were responsible for more than 500 deaths
and caused major damage to infrastructure [12]. Yet, despite these
and other natural disasters, the country remains largely unprepared
against massive telecomm and electric power systems brake-down
[4]. The problem lies in the high percentage of centralized electric
power and communication systems—a model than once proved efficient and secure but which no longer holds—as well as the lack of
adequate technologies and back-up/ emergency power systems for
disaster recovery, something that even extends to the armed forces
today. There is no energy sustainability roadmap for the country
whatsoever and environmental policy is also weak and short sighted
[4]. Nowhere is this more evident than when one analyzes the flaws
that are built into the very fabric of our presently centralized power
systems, which were on full display in the aftermath of the Feb.
27th, 2010 earthquake in Chile [12]. It is never more evident that
hugely centralized power generation and distribution systems are
extremely vulnerable and ineffective to disruptions from natural
disasters, human error or other calamities than in a situation like
this. The large power and telecommunication networks that once
proved very efficient and secure, are now at the center of discussion
fueling the need for decentralization and the rapid growth of distributed generation (DG). Hence it makes sense to follow other nations example seeking more decentralized, diversified and Distributed Generation (DG)-oriented energy matrix, a solution that is notoriously much better suited to withstand these disasters [44-51].

1.4. The Hurdles and Roadblocks of Electric Power Systems’ Decentralization: Is it Time for Electric Utilities to Adopt SHES?
The saying is clear: a chain is only as strong as its weakest link,
where the weakest link, figuratively speaking, applies to a system’s
characteristic or technical feature that makes it quite vulnerable in
terms of its design, rather than the link of an actual chain [3,4]. Due
to its geography, utility infrastructure design and operational conditions, Chile is a country that is quite susceptible to be struck by
natural disasters including landslides, floods and earthquakes which
can seriously impair utilities’ infrastructure such as electricity, water and gas, let along roads and transportation [3,4,8]. Such events
can cause major damage, producing havoc and mayhem all around,
compromising the operation of key infrastructure like the power
grid. Therefore, there is a clear need—as it has been already understood and acted upon in North America—to develop better, more
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resilient and robust approaches to enable today’s EPS infrastructure
to successfully withstand and overcome such adverse conditions
[28-36].
The weakest link in the case of Chile’s electric power distribution
system is its inability to adequately sort out these events, as it was
designed for normal conditions, without the level of stress and severity being imposed on the system by such scenarios [3,4]. For this
very reason, DG solutions ought to be designed around the idea of
flexibility, resourcefulness and energy independence, all common
features of distributed control systems. These solutions may take
several forms, sometimes with autonomous control coexisting with
other forms of control like the traditional centralized control, but
they all point to the same goal [18,22]. This way, if a sudden power
failure were to occur, like a distribution line being brought down or
a power transformer being lost as a result of large violent lightning
storm or wind gusts, the result would be widespread shutdown
[3,4,8,10]. A utility service supply disruption would impact an entire region, with long periods of limited or no electricity or water
for the population until the damaged is repaired and service is
brought back up again.
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thousands of miles, all of which increases the risk of disruption dramatically (generation and distribution power topologies) [4].
Hence, the sheer forces involved in just about any natural disaster
(whether it is a storm bringing strong winds and snow, flood waters,
violent quakes or volcanic eruptions) are no match when it comes
to our presently centralized power systems, especially in the case of
the two most vulnerable parts of any power system: transmission
and distribution. As an example, just one afternoon of strong winds,
although rare in the Santiago metropolitan area, can knock dozens
of trees and blow away roof tops, disrupting electricity distribution
to several areas at once, with fallen trees over power lines, damaged
transformers, and other similar havoc that can deprive whole metropolitan areas of power for several hours [3,4]. All of these are
strong arguments in favor of decentralization of power systems and
the need for more rapid advancements in DG penetration in the
form of SES [54-59]. Hopefully, adequate legislation initiatives
will be more forthcoming in the years to come, bringing changes
that can make possible the transition to a more secure, robust, resilient and better prepared EPS come to fruition [4].

While the nuclear energy issue is still a double edged knife, with its
pros and cons in today’s electricity generation market, it is off track
when it comes to energy matrix modernization and rather antagonistic when it comes to DG and renewables-based sustainable energy world trend. Nuclear energy plants can have disastrous implications to humanity should an accident or negligent act occur again
(like the disasters as a result of the Fukushima nuclear power plant
accident in Japan or the Chernobyl nuclear power plant meltdown
in the old Soviet Union). Although still relevant to energy sustainability and security, the nuclear power issue and its future standing
in today’s world energy matrix is a case of profound implications
on its own right, and would therefore require an entire paper to discuss it. Yet if we are to focus too much on power generation technologies like nuclear, fossil fuels or hydroelectricity generation, we
may be missing the larger picture or at least not giving it its proper
place in the scale of concern it deserves [4].
Although economically efficient, traditional centralized EPS (including nuclear energy) are not only vulnerable in regards to natural
disasters and other environmental challenges that may threaten our
energy supply, presenting very little flexibility and no diversification of energy sources [3,4]. There is also the vulnerability of EPS
infrastructure and how its collateral damage in case of collapse can
manifest itself in a variety of forms, like the still huge concentration
on fossil, non-renewable fuels, the need for safe and steady fuel
provisioning, and large hydroelectric projects which require building large dams, inundating vast extensions of fertile land [10].
Centralized electric power generation and distribution systems as
well as large telecommunication networks have, on the one hand,
large economies of scale and are very efficient, especially when it
comes to serving large interconnected metropolitan areas, as in
North America for example, but that comes at a cost. Their major
drawback and weakness however are quite evident and alarming
when large power black-outs occur (Chile has had several in the last
few years) which leave large populated areas in complete and utter
darkness, sometimes for several hours, causing widespread chaos,
mayhem and rampant looting all around [10,4]. Their sheer size and
highly centralized architecture makes them extremely vulnerable to
natural disasters and major accidents due in large part to human error. In this way all the economic gains as a result of high efficiencies, power quality and stability achieved by creating these huge
electric power grids are all of a sudden lost when a disaster like
Hurricane Sandy or a major earthquake strikes. Centralized EPS are
concentrated usually on a few, very large power plants, operating
on thermal and hydroelectricity generation for the most part, and
distributing power in a radial-type distribution scheme, with each
substation supplying electric power to radially-connected nearby
communities [52,53]. They provide service across a wide range of
consumers over vast distances that span hundreds and even

Fig.1. A particular example of the homeostatic control (HC) model
for SHES. Here both energy and exergy management are built in
the SHES to enable resilience and sustainability [10,18,19,21,22].
Source: owned elaboration

2. The shift in microgrid trends, from an alternative energy generation solution to a more
active power industry player.
While DG solutions like the microgrid or diesel generator sets were
first thought as an alternative solution for remote and isolated areas
only, as back-up in case of a power outage, or because grid power
was unreliable or simply non-existent, like in many parts of Canada
and other places in the world where no transmission lines exist, that
is no longer the case [8,9,10,4]. Yet in many places in Latin America and elsewhere in the world there are still a number of rural and
semi-rural areas with weak or no connection to the main grid. Thus
microgrids are becoming increasingly more relevant and viable as
a solution to both urban and rural areas of all sizes and configurations and are now being considered by electric utilities, just like in
North America. Microgrids are first and foremost local DG solutions that comprise a number of feeders (one or more), servicing a
clusters of loads not necessarily grouped together. Some of these
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loads are more sensitive while others are considered less or nonsensitive, therefore the microgrid system’s design and configuration, including the choice of control system, is in part dependent on
the role of the microgrid itself, the energy sources employed, and
the nature and size of the loads to be serviced [4,10]. In order to
operate autonomously or semi-autonomously so as to reliably supply electricity and heat to a local community whether urban or rural
for example, the microgrid may or may not have energy storage
systems, depending on budget and system’s operation necessities,
and may operate connected to the grid if need be and conditions
allow so or operate as a stand-alone system [8-10,18-22]. The degree of resiliency and robustness of the microgrid itself is given by
the choice of engineering design and configuration characteristics,
both of which depend on technical and budget constraints. Such aspects will influence how much the microgrid, and any other form
of DG for that matter, will be prepared to act as a potential solution
to endure adverse environmental conditions, while continuing to
provide service following a natural disaster or harsh climatic event.
Also the question of how microgrids can be designed in a way that
can be incrementally integrated to the current EPS will depend on
adequate legislation like the net billing law passed in October 2014
in Chile [15] as well as finding the right business and operational
architectures that can accommodate these new market solutions.
Thus, in light of the current necessities and changing industry
trends, alliances involving communities, power utilities and independent local operators are likely to emerge [48-53], just like it has
occurred in North America, with notable examples in the US and
Canada as well as in the UK and other parts of Europe [3,4].
The interesting Smart Grid concept of energy hubs [54,56] built
around the current EPS infrastructure is an idea that is being explored in Chile at present, where such localized energy hubs could
be built around residential and commercial clusters incrementally,
provided that adequate legislation and industry incentives are forthcoming in order to transition to a new EPS reality. This is needed
in order to break away with the old unfit paradigm of today’s power
long distance transmission and distribution networks [10,55,57].
SHES not only will keep the lights on and basic services running
for the residential and critical facilities’ loads they serve, but can
also act as a power source that can aid the grid in times of trouble.
Microgrids constitute a fundamental resource as well as an electric
power industry’s paradigm change, as demonstrated in New York
city for example, during Hurricane Sandy, and it is at the forefront
of the new energy independence (from the grid-only scenario) trend
towards localized energy production and provisioning in the United
States, Canada and several places in Europe as well. In fact, North
America, along with several European countries and Australia, are
now looking at microgrids not just as a means towards more energy
independence and more resilient and robust EPS, but also as an industry game changer in the face of very pressing energy needs like
we see in Chile for the years ahead. Important technological advances in power electronics and renewable energies, the falling
prices of certain energy generation technologies like solar photovoltaic and some wind turbines are significant drivers. These, along
with a rise in very harsh weather patterns and natural disasters like
earthquakes and landslides, have accelerated this change of thinking on the part of industry agents, local authorities and legislators
alike [3,4].

2.1

How to Incorporate Homeostaticity in Electric Utility-Operated Microgrids.

Since Cannon first formulated the concept of homeostasis over 80
years ago [1,2], attention has largely been focused on the corrective
responses initiated after the steady state of the organism is perturbed. However, the concept of homeostasis should be extended
not only to include reactive homeostasis but also the precise homeostatic control mechanisms that can be designed to enable a sustainable energy system to predict when environmental challenges are
approaching or are most likely to occur [3,4]. Sustainable energy
systems (SES) encompass both reactive and predictive homeostasis
mechanisms operating recursively and in coordination with one

another in the face of environmental challenges. Hence, the ability
of the energy system to respond to such challenges rapidly and effectively so as to attain equilibrium between power supply and energy demand to preserve stability and continuity of operations is the
true measure of what sustainable energy systems (SES) are all
about. This set of mechanisms is what we term homeostaticity in
electric power systems’ operation. Reactive homeostasis (RH) in
SES, as the name suggests, is a feedback-enabled mechanism
driven by energy generation and supply versus consumption or expenditure of energy [10,3,4,18-22]. This can be engineered in microgrids built around the concept of SHES by employing advanced
sensors, control limit actuators (for example set-point fired responses) and artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms that allow the
system to make timely decisions in order to respond to changes in
a predetermined set of systems control variables [3,4]. Thus SES
take actions to counteract or fend off adverse conditions and noise
that may affect the system’s normal operation [3,4,10].
On the other hand, predictive homeostasis (PH) mechanisms generate responses well in advance of potential or possible challenges,
once the system has reached a threshold signaling a predetermined
degree of likelihood that an event will occur. Hence there is a set of
precise SES responses that come about in anticipation of predictable environmental challenges. Such PH responses enable the energy
system to immediately prepare itself, taking the necessary precautions and actions to adapt and even reconfigure itself if necessary,
in order to respond to the challenge ahead of time. Such actions may
come in several forms and will depend on the resources and intelligence built into the system, but they are all geared towards making
the SES more secured and able to withstand the upcoming challenge
by activating its readiness control mechanisms [3,4,10]. Actions
may come differently in magnitude and timeliness; some may be
big and come immediately to adjust parts of the SES operation
while others may come in the form of smaller changes in the system,
largely as a result of stage-by-stage preparedness protocol building
over time. The decision of which changes will occur first, where
and how big they will be will be determined by both RH and PH
control mechanisms engineered in the SES. Some may come very
soon while others may come a longer time in advance of a probable
environmental challenge. However, as we all know, systems are
prone to internal conflicts when control criteria superimpose on one
another generating the wrong response [3,4,10]. Reality is not always adequately interpreted and possible challenges may not always be correctly anticipated or foreseen in their full magnitude and
scope. Also misread signals and misfires may risk a wrong or inadequate response as systems sometimes experience false alarms and
misfires [4]. These may occur in part as a result of possible conflicts
over certain homeostatic control (HC) variables that may share
common goals and values but different scope of action and logic
sequence, depending on the scenario being faced. Such HC variables may involve PH and RH control logic sequences which, if inadequately engineered in the SES, may result in inadvertent clash
that can hurt system’s performance [3,4]. Therefore, careful engineering of such capabilities in SES must account for such conflict
of interest and changing scenarios must also be accounted for when
establishing set-points [9,10]. Adequate measures must be engineered in the system’s design to prevent PH responses interfering
with RH mechanisms. If these potential conflicts were not accounted for and swiftly overcome, should they arise in the course
of events, undesirable conditions may emerge which can compromise the effectiveness of SES readiness mechanisms, risking the
very sustainability and efficiency of the system itself [4].

2.2

Homeostasis-Based Power and Energy Management System for Microgrids.

In the case of PH the system responses will come as a result of information being processed by the system as the stimulus approaches
and is detected by the sensing devices. Here there are both RH and
PH sensors and HC software that account for an ample array of control mechanisms ready to act whenever conditions arise [4]. Thus
homeostaticity of SHES requires a careful equilibrium of such
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control mechanisms and the coordination of internal and external
decision variables—all of this as part of the particular HC strategy
designed in the SHES—which will stand guard against a variety of
adverse conditions and possible challenges [3,4,18-22]. Thus the
SHES will control the use of its energy resources including the grid
and the use of alternative energy sources like energy storage if the
grid is off. It will do so recursively and permanently in order to
generate and supply enough energy to meet the loads demand, while
at the same time, signaling to consumers how much energy is the
SHES capable of supplying [3,4,18-22]. The question of if and how
much energy will go into the energy storage will be determined by
the HC system based on the situational awareness and degree of
criticality being experienced by the system itself. The HC system
will therefore decide when and how much energy to store, based on
supply surplus and the energy being demanded by the loads. Some
loads will be more sensitive than others, some will be intensive in
power for a period of time, while others will consume energy on a
moderate and regular basis. Therefore, at certain point some loads
will occupy a higher hierarchy than others while some may be
spared or serviced partially, as conditions change [3,4]. Such control mechanisms will involve both PH and RH operating in unison,
determining a generalized state of energy equilibrium between supply and demand, as dynamic scenarios unfold [3,4].
Next we show the mathematical equations that represent the HC
model incorporating homeostaticity capabilities by means of PH
and RH. The expression representing the attainment of energy equilibrium in the SHES (grid-tied microgrid) installed in a residential
or commercial building is given in terms of the total power supply
by the metasystem (the microgrid plus the grid acting concomitantly), and the loads [3,4]. Homeostaticity in the energy system is
achieved through homeostasis regulation mechanisms discussed
previously, so that:
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renewable) being consumed by the entire sustainable block [9,10].
This is being monitored and recorded in real time and shown to the
consumer as a monthly reading and/or on a daily and hourly basis,
as preferred [9]. Thus homeostatic index 𝐻𝑖 shows how thrifty and
energy efficient each home is with respect to the power supplied by
the microgrid [10]. This is important, not only because of what
these two aspects of energy consumption represent but also because
they drive the exergy level being built in the SHES.
Exergy is the maximum useful work which can be extracted from a
system as it reversibly comes into equilibrium with its environment.
Exergy also expresses the quality of a particular energy source and
also quantifies the useful work done by a certain amount of energy
employed [19,21,22] in any given process where there is energy intake and expenditure. Finally, we have that exergy is also defined
as a measure of the actual potential of a system to do work with
reference to a given environment. By means of the right homeostatic control (HC) strategies [9,10] and the given system conditions,
one can elicit higher degrees of thriftiness and energy efficiency
increasing the level exergy in the energy system. We should not
forget that the energy system represents the microgrid tied to the
grid both of which are connected to a number of energy consumers,
all three acting concomitantly. A value of homeostatic index 𝐻𝑖 below 1 is considered acceptable yet ideally values closer to 0.50 or
below are a truer indicator of a high degree of thriftiness and energy
efficiency for the home [10]. 𝐻𝑖 is a measure of the energy efficiency and thriftiness of the energy consumers in a sustainable
block.

𝐸𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑏 = 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 (𝑥)𝑃𝐻(𝑢)𝑅𝐻(𝑣)𝑆(𝛼) =
𝑑

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼) + 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼) and where 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 =
𝑑𝑡
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 + 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = (𝑃 + 𝑄) − 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
Where 𝑥 represents the internal state of the energy systems at time
t = 0 and the Energy equilibrium Eq is dependent upon several factors operating in the SHES [14]. Both u and v represent the specific
predictive and reactive homeostasis variables respectively, which
are designed in the HC model. These are designed based on extensive data modeling to incorporate as much accuracy in the system’s
response as possible [4]. S(α) represents the conditioning function
of the SHES and operates to alert and condition the system’s adaptive capacity recursively in order to respond to a wide range of stimuli. Its actions are based on the situational awareness and degree of
criticality being experienced by the metasystem (microgrid plus
grid) and the solution incorporates AI algorithms and intelligent
control. Thus S(α) is a function of the adverse conditions and environmental challenges being sensed by the energy system at any
point and also foreseen in the near future. These are represented by
the awareness and criticality variable α. Such variable may also be
influenced by transient system conditions such as a sudden increase
in reactive power demand in a reactive power constrained line,
which is generally due to a contingency in transmission network
causing an increase of the load burden of the adjacent line(s) in order to maintain the constant system loads, for example. All these
three variables: u, v, α are the equivalent of metabolic variables in
living organisms like the physiological and endocrine systems variables present in humans and animals which affect the system’s en𝑑
ergy expenditure and storage. The expression 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼)
𝑑𝑡
stands for the rate of change of energy consumption of users, let us
say a sustainable block [8-10,18-21] somewhere, and is a direct indicator of thriftiness and energy efficiency present in the metasystem. It is linked to powerful sustainability performance indicators
of SES introduced previously in the literature [10], such as the homeostatic index 𝐻𝑖 and the Grid_Frac [10]. The homeostatic index
𝐻𝑖 is a powerful new concept previously introduced [10] which
measures how much electricity is being consumed from the grid per
home as a percentage of the total electricity (renewable plus non-

Fig.2 above is showing the simulation of 𝐻𝑖 for 15 homes in a
residential block supplied by a grid-tied micgrid [17].
On the other hand, Grid_Frac is an indicator of the fraction of total
electricity drawn from the grid per each home. It is also a measure
of EE and thriftiness just like the homeostatic index 𝐻𝑖 whereas
Grid_Frac shows the fraction (in percentage) of the total electricity
consumption drawn from the grid by each home in the sustainable
block [10]. Below is a diagram which illustrates the concepts presented here and incorporates an exergy index function which is also
related to the quality of the energy being produced by the SHES and
with the amount of thriftiness and EE being exercised by consumers
which
directly
impacts
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼)
+
𝑑

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼) determining how much energy is being made
available in the energy system by the consumers of the sustainable
block [10].
𝑑𝑡
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Fig.3. Flow diagram depicting the drivers of homeostatic control
strategies to ensure efficient electricity supply and demand equilibrium based on energy and power consumption ranges per home consumers [10]. Source: owned elaboration.

In the model depicted above there is a particular control and energy
management architecture involving independent energy sources
and the grid. The sustainability of the system is in part safeguarded
by AI algorithms that comprised the HC system which make up the
autonomous mission control of the microgrid [9,10]. There is also
an Exergy index function 𝑋𝑖 that, like the homeostatic index, is a
measure of the quality and efficiency of the energy being generated
and utilized by the microgrid including the energy consumers in the
sustainable block (the loads) [9,10]. The power supply by the SES
is adjusted based on the block’s homeostasis regulation (HR) and
exergy indices for the whole sustainable block, based on aggregate
demand of energy in the SHES [9,10].
However, in addition to the above, a good HC system operating
within adequate performance levels of EE and thriftiness can
greatly impact the exergy of the system and with this, effective and
timely real and reactive power levels can be ensured to maintain
system’s stability through equilibrium between supply and demand.
This can help keep short-term fluctuations in power requirements,
both active and reactive power, from dropping the frequency or at
least helping this situation become milder. This is because sometimes there are lags in the system’s governor and generators’ output
which require a finite time to adjust to the new power requirements.
Such actions can be aided by reactive and predictive homeostasis
functions built into the system in order to act as an energy consumption-based frequency regulator,
𝑑
(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼) aside from the role of
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼) +
𝐸
𝑑𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝
power enabler. Such a role is played whenever EE and thriftiness in
energy consumption make it possible for more power to be available in the system for those that need more while others need less
[14,16,17]. No doubt the changing frequency in the SHES will influence the power flow but, at the same time, frequency is a function
of the energy consumption and also the rate of change of such energy consumption, 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼) therefore power flow and
energy
sustainability
can
also
be
influenced
by
𝑑
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼) +
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝 (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝛼). The difference in en𝑑𝑡
ergy consumption will impact system’s frequency and voltage
level, which will ultimately impact the power supply quality and
overall system’s dynamics in a sustainable hybrid energy system
(SHES). We will talk about this further as we discuss next the reactive power role and how the prescribed energy and power management model can help reactive power management and thus voltage
control.

With the droop method [60], however, the power angle depends
heavily on the real power R generated while the voltage depends on
the reactive power Q; AC systems like the grid supply or consume
both: real power and reactive power, and when DG is operating tied
to the grid, it can be difficult to maintain voltage levels. Real power
accomplishes useful work on the loads that demand it while reactive
power supports the voltage that must be controlled for system reliability and efficiency. In case of having DG systems tied to the grid
like the utility-operated microgrid being discussed here, it is hard to
control voltage, unlike when there is grid-only supply. This turns
particularly true when sharp increases in power demand occur, as
in early hours and towards the evening hours of the day. With homeostatic control of SHES it is easier to manager real and reactive
power balance and to control reactive power in the grid-tied microgrid so as to ensure its effect on the reliability and security of
EPS. This is so because HC enables reactive power management
more easily by controlling the system’s optimal equilibrium between supply and demand. Reactive power affects voltages
throughout the system, and we all know how important and also
difficult it is to keep voltage control steady in electrical power systems (EPS) in order for proper operation of electrical power equipment to prevent damage such as overheating of generators and motors, to reduce transmission losses and to maintain the ability of the
EPS to withstand and prevent voltage sagging or simply power failure.
In general terms, when we decrease reactive power, we cause the
voltage to fall while increasing it causes voltage to rise. A voltage
sag or voltage collapse may occur when the system is being demanded beyond its capacity. This occurs when for example the
grid-tied microgrid may try to supply too many loads at once, within
a certain range of consumption, or it is being demanded too much
power by certain loads at certain times, all of which plays against
the homeostasis aquarium between supply and demand. This invariably will affect the voltage and the microgrid may not be able to
support it. Regarding the latter and the importance of reactive
power and how it is useful to maintain system voltage stability, homeostatic control of SHES seeks to do just that. If real power R can
be adequately controlled, so can the power angle, and if the reactive
power Q can be better regulated as well, then the voltage V will be
controllable too [4,60]. The droop control method has an inherent
trade-off between the active power sharing and the frequency accuracy, resulting in the frequency deviating slightly from the nominal
frequency [4,60].
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3. Discussion
We extend the concept of homoeostatic control first introduced by
Fred Schweppe and his team [61-64] back in the early 1980s, to
include not only reactive homeostasis but also predictive homeostasis (PH), both of which can contribute to make SES more resilient,
efficient and reliable while complementing more traditional control
methods. PH involves a recursive set of mechanisms that triggers
appropriate system responses in the prospect of near future stimuli
manifestation [4]. In the case of sustainable energy systems, this
constitutes a set of corrective responses initiated in anticipation of
a predictably environmental (both internal and external) challenge.
In general terms, predictive homeostasis is an anticipatory response
to an expected homeostatic challenging event in the future. Seasonal migration of animals and birds in particular are examples of
predictive homeostasis. Predictive responses often compromise the
effectiveness of reactive homeostatic mechanisms, even to the point
of risking the survival of the organism itself [4]. Nevertheless, both
predictive and reactive homeostasis (RH) must be in equilibrium
and perfectly synchronized just as large rotating AC generators
must operate in synchrony with the frequency of the grid. If this was
not the case and both RH and PH were to operate uncoordinatedly,
they may become in conflict with each other. In such cases predictive responses may compromise the effectiveness of reactive homeostatic control mechanisms to the point of jeopardizing the sustainability of the energy system [4]. There are many examples of such
catastrophes in recent history and everything seems to indicate that
things aren’t getting any better and that more severe weather patterns are expected along with natural disasters. Chile, in particular,
bears a good example of such calamities, showing just how much
chaos and destruction they can bring to the population. The February 27th, 2010’s giant earthquake and tsunami are still vivid in the
memory of Chileans and there is clear memory of how the major
electric power and telecommunications networks collapsed as a result. There have also been more frequent occurrences of strong
winds, and large fires extending to forest and urban areas, and volcano eruptions, all of which cause havoc in our energy and communication networks [4].

4. Conclusions
Climate change and natural disasters are a very serious threat that
has brought worldwide attention and demands concrete actions now.
World leaders have understood this and have been meeting to discuss this issue and to explore mitigation measures for several years.
Nature doesn’t give man a second chance, either you are prepared
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or you aren’t. It is therefore imperative that we understand that traditional electric power infrastructure is not only vulnerable but also
dangerous and ineffective when it comes to natural disasters or
harsh climate like strong winds, earthquakes and floods, all of
which are part of an ever more complex environmental scenario.
These and other dangerous phenomena like sinkholes and rising sea
tides are also affecting modern infrastructure and mankind’s way of
life just about everywhere. Thus decentralizing power systems by
means of DG solutions employing both renewables and traditional
power sources like a SES makes sense. The concept of energy hubs
is also part of this new power infrastructure vision with a much
more sensible and reliable architecture than traditional energy matrix that relies on long transmission and distribution lines. Furthermore, if we can equip these systems with adequate communications
capabilities and data sensing devices operating in interconnected
fashion, in all systems comprising the power generation and distribution chain, this would make a better solution. It can be done using
simple microprocessor-based technology with set-points data signals programmed in the microprocessor itself for the control of the
entire system in a hybrid, distributed fashion, where there is a central controller interacting with each sub-system’s controller as well
as with the electric utility control operator as well. That would allow
for a more flexible, inexpensive, fast and robust control system than
the more expensive, complex systems such as multi-agent systems
or expert systems that much of the current literature on smart grid
and intelligent computing is embracing. At least for smart microgrids to supply electricity and potentially heat using CHP as a
generation alternative for the distribution grid [33,65-68] for cases
in which a natural disaster strikes, leaving a whole neighborhood
without power, a simpler, more flexible, economical and modular
control solution is possible [8,10]. This paper offers a glimpse of
such new solutions, as there are others which point to the same necessity in the current Smart Grid era of giant-leap type transformations in the electric utilities’ industry sector [69-71] incorporating reactive and predictive homeostasis control mechanisms, which
are part of the new frontier of control and communications systems
engineering.
Electricity infrastructure is feeble and largely outdated when it
comes to the electric power distribution sector in Chile, as it hasn´t
kept up with the times. Environmental challenges like natural disasters and severe weather patterns brought by phenomena like El
Niño leave no room for preambles. In spite of electricity being the
blood flow that powers all sectors of the country, little if anything
has been done to counteract environmental and other threats (like
terrorist acts, for example) that put power supply stability at risk.
Nevertheless, at the present time, there are electric utilities in the
world exploring new solutions to a grave and growing problem.
Enel Distribucion in Chile is one of them. This paper presents a new
control model to incorporate SHES in residential, commercial and
other institutions like schools, hospitals and airports, to serve as a
localized energy solution that can complement the power grid. Its
engineering design and homeostatic control capabilities incorporate
reactive and predictive homeostasis which allow for homeostaticity
to occur in energy systems. We also believe this crusade should be
led by electric utilities like ENEL with the aid of appropriate legislation by the government. This new model may very well coexist
and complement more traditional control and energy management
methods like droop control to better equip the system with better
environmental challenge management and resilience capacity.
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